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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A ridge of high pressure over the Gulf will keep E-SE winds in most regions today with SW winds in northeastern and north central 
regions.. Speeds will vary from fresh-strong in the west to gentle-moderate elsewhere.  Seas should be at slight to moderate levels 
in western and central sections where winds will be highest, with smooth to slight seas elsewhere. Isolated showers and 
thunderstorms will continue to be possible mostly in central and eastern sections where tropical moisture will be present. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Conditions will continue to be fairly benign over the Gulf for the next week or so. The pressure gradient over the Gulf will 
weaken early next week, which will decrease wind speeds, especially in the west. The ridge will shift southward early next 
week, which will veer winds to SW in parts of the west, with WSW-WNW winds prevailing in central and eastern sections.. 
Seas will decrease to smooth to slight as the winds decrease. Precipitation chances will be increasing early next week mainly
along northern shores as a weak front approaches from the north.  The front is not expected to move offshore, and is forecast 
to dissipate later in the week. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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